
SUMMARY: Police who arrested and used force against a bar
owner for throwing ice at them were subject to suit when the bar
patrons and the bar owner stated she was not the one who did it and
there was some evidence that the police had other motives in
arresting the bar owner. The U.S. District Court for the Western
District of Wisconsin decided Brunner v. McKillip on May 17, 2007.

BACKGROUND: Bar owner Roxian Brunner did not get along
with Patrick McKillip, the local chief of police. Although it was
McKillip’s job to make periodic checks of the town’s three bars—for
such things as underage drinking and disorderly conduct—Brunner
felt he checked her bar more often than the other two in town. She
complained to the village board that he was taking an intrusive
interest in her business. The town investigated and found her claim
unfounded.

In July 2004, Brunner was at her bar. She had two or three drinks
during the course of the evening and at one point spilled her drink
after a bar patron pinched her. About five minutes later, McKillip
entered the bar with county sheriff’s deputy, Dan Wieczorek. As the
officers spoke to some patrons, Christopher Hilson threw a cup of ice
at the police. It hit Wieczorek. The officers were looking directly at
the bar at the time, and Brunner had her back to them; Hilson was
leaning across the bar with an empty glass in his hand. Yet McKillip
told Wieczorek he saw Brunner throw the ice.

The officer approached Brunner. As they passed him, Hilson told
them he threw the ice and extended his wrists, expecting to be
arrested. But the police went to Brunner, even though several
patrons reiterated that Hilson had thrown the ice. The officers asked
Brunner to step outside to talk with them. She refused. McKillip then
asked her why she had thrown the ice. Brunner, who had not seen
what Hilson did, thought he was talking about her spilled drink and
told them that was an accident.

The other bar patrons began to become rowdy and the officers
again asked Brunner to step outside. She said she would do so only if
accompanied by her father or a lawyer. The officers then grabbed her
wrists and lifted her up, but she pulled away from them and fell back
into her seat. The officers again grabbed her. As they did so, a bar
patron attacked McKillip from behind. While McKillip dealt with
that patron, Wieczorek grabbed Brunner’s wrist, twisted it high up
her back and she fell to the floor. He then removed her from the bar,
formally arrested and handcuffed her and took her to Trempealeau
County jail, where she was processed and immediately released. She
was not prosecuted for any criminal misconduct.

Brunner suffered some bruising and soreness to her wrists. She
did not seek medical treatment and the discomfort passed within
two weeks. She sued McKillip and the Village of Eleva for
defamation, false arrest, use of excessive force and malicious
prosecution. The defendants filed a motion for summary judgment,
seeking to have all of her claims dismissed before trial.

ANALYSIS: Although Brunner sued in federal court (on the basis
of due process and equal protection claims the court dismissed as
baseless), defamation is a creature of state law and not the federal
Constitution. To prove defamation in Wisconsin, a plaintiff must show
that the offending statement was spoken to someone else, is false, and
tends to harm the subject’s reputation so as to lower her in the
estimation of the community or deter others from dealing with her.

While McKillip’s words asserting that Brunner threw a cup of ice
are not defamatory in isolation, courts treat them in the context
within which they are said. McKillip accused Brunner of criminal
conduct, for which she was arrested shortly thereafter. The court
concluded that taken in context, his words therefore were
defamatory in that they could harm her reputation and lower her in
the estimation of the community. If McKillip’s words were true, and
he did see her throw ice, then there is nothing defamatory of rightly
accusing her of a crime. Because the facts were in dispute—McKillip
saying Brunner threw the ice and Brunner and bar patrons saying it
was Hilson—the court denied summary judgment on the
defamation claim.

The judge turned to Brunner’s false arrest claim. McKillip argued
that since it was Wieczorek who handcuffed Brunner and took her to
the station, he cannot have committed false arrest because he
performed no arrest at all. The judge disagreed. It was McKillip who
claimed Brunner threw the ice and he had approached and tried to
remove her along with Wieczorek. Though McKillip became
distracted by another rowdy bar patron before the actual
handcuffing and arrest, McKillip provided the basis for that conduct
with his assertion. Moreover, the Fourth Amendment applies to
“seizures” as well as arrests, and it was clear that McKillip had seized
Brunner in attempting to remove her from the bar. McKillip argues
that he had probable cause to do what he did, but that’s true only if
his statement that he saw Brunner throw the ice was true. Because
that act was disputed, summary judgment of the false arrest claim
was inappropriate.

Brunner’s excessive force claim was also based on the arrest.
McKillip argued that the amount of force used was reasonable in
light of their efforts to remove her from the bar and her refusal to go
with them. Yet the judge reasoned that those efforts were reasonable
only if Brunner had done something wrong. If she was not the one
who threw the ice at the officers, they had no basis for forcibly
removing her from her own establishment and any amount of force
used would be excessive. The judge therefore denied summary
judgment on this claim.

The final claim Brunner asserted over the officer’s conduct was
malicious prosecution. Because Brunner was neither charged nor
prosecuted with any crime once taken to the station, the judge
granted summary judgment on this claim. If there is no prosecution,
there is no malicious prosecution.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Judge
Crabb): “The Fourth Amendment’s protection does not begin at the
moment a citizen is handcuffed. It ‘governs “seizures” . . . which do
not eventuate in a trip to the station house and prosecution for
crime—”arrests” in traditional terminology.’ ‘[W]henever a police
officer accosts an individual and restrains h[er] freedom to walk away,
he has “seized” that person.’ It is difficult to see how defendant
McKillip’s order directing plaintiff to leave the bar for questioning,
followed by his physical enforcement of that order, can be
characterized as anything less than a restraint on plaintiff’s ability to
resist his commands. Therefore, I conclude that although defendant
McKillip did not arrest plaintiff formally, he did seize her within the
meaning of the Fourth Amendment. In assessing whether his conduct
was constitutional, ‘the facts [must] be judged against an objective
standard: would the facts available to the officer at the moment of
the seizure or the search warrant a man of reasonable caution in the
belief that the action taken was appropriate?’ Reasonableness turns
on what the officers knew, not whether they knew the truth or
whether they should have known more.

“Defendant McKillip makes much of the fact that he had probable
cause to detain plaintiff for disorderly conduct because he saw her
throw a glass of ice. Of course, that argument relies on the premise
that defendant McKillip did, in fact, see plaintiff throw the ice.
However, it is undisputed that Christopher Hilson was the person
who threw the ice at Deputy Wieczorek, making it seem unlikely that
defendant McKillip saw what he avers he did. Moreover, on summary

judgment the court is always required to take the disputed facts in the
light most favorable to the nonmoving party. In this case, doing so
leads to the conclusion that defendant McKillip lacked probable cause
to believe plaintiff had engaged in disorderly conduct.

“Defendant argues next that even if he lacked a reason to detain
plaintiff for disorderly conduct, she gave him probable cause to arrest
her when she resisted his order to step outside the bar for
questioning. In describing plaintiff’s refusal to cooperate with the
officer’s directives, both sides use interchangeably the terms ‘resisting
arrest’ and ‘obstructing justice.’ In fact, the two are distinct crimes.
Obstruction of justice [involves]...knowingly giving false information
to any officer of any court with intent to influence the officer in the
performance of official functions.... Because that statute is clearly
inapplicable here, I understand defendant to contend that by
resisting his order, plaintiff violated [the resisting arrest statute],
which reads, ‘Whoever knowingly resists or obstructs an officer while
such officer is doing any act in an official capacity and with lawful
authority, is guilty of a Class A misdemeanor.’... By its very terms, [the
statute] requires an officer to have lawful authority before a citizen
can be charged with resisting an officer. If defendant McKillip knew
that plaintiff had not thrown the drink, he would not have the lawful
authority to demand that she step outside the bar for further
questioning. Without lawful authority to make the demand in the
first place, he would have no probable cause to believe plaintiff was
violating [the law] by ignoring his directive.
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
1. What history did bar owner Brunner have with chief of police McKillip?

2. Who threw the glass of ice at the police officer’s that prompted the arrest?

3. Who did the police arrest for throwing the ice?

4. Why did Brunner bring this lawsuit?

From the facts as set forth in this case, it looks like local chief of police McKillip was “out to get” bar owner Brunner. At the time the
incidents in this case occurred, Roxian Brunner believed officer McKillip was “leaning” on her establishment in an improper way, showing it too
much attention. Yet the village council found no problem with his regular checks when she filed a complaint with the village council.

Obviously, a police officer should be fair and reasonable when they seek to enforce the law. To protect the public, police need the power to
observe, question, detain and arrest individuals whom they believe are breaking the law. They should not be subject to getting sued each time
they arrest someone - even if that person is not subsequently found guilty of the offense that gave rise to the arrest. However, it looks like we
have a different situation here and that is what the court decided. Do you agree with the court’s determination to let this case go forward?

If it is found that McKillip was wrong in arresting Brunner, who should pay? Should the village be liable for the actions of its police
chief or should the police chief be personally liable?

When Brunner sued McKillip for the events in question, McKillip filed a motion for summary judgment—a so-called “dispositive
motion” seeking to dispose of the case before trial. The court will grant summary judgment on issues over which the facts are not in
dispute—it is a jury’s job to “find the facts,” that is, to determine what exactly happened—and under the undisputed facts one party is
entitled to prevail according to existing law. Those issues approved for summary judgment by the court may not be raised at trial, unless
the losing party appeals their dismissal and wins. Did McKillip and Brunner agree on the facts? If not, how did they differ?

Defamation is a statement issued to at least one person other than the subject of the remark that calls that person’s reputation into
question. How could a police officer doing his job commit defamation in describing why he was seeking to take someone outside for
questioning? Was McKillip doing his job? Was he doing it properly, that is, in accordance with the law? If McKillip says Brunner threw the
ice and Brunner denies it, is she calling a police officer a liar? Is that permitted? Can an officer seize or arrest someone for calling him a liar?

It was Wieczorek who took Brunner outside. Why? How then could McKillip have arrested her? The Fourth Amendment prohibits
unlawful searches and seizures. Was Brunner seized? By whom? Brunner had a different view of the facts from McKillip. The court found
this significant in its analysis of her false arrest and excessive force claims. How? Does this case suggest that one should always disagree
with police when they blame you for a crime so you can later sue for false arrest and excessive force?

Did Brunner win this case? If not, what did she win? Brunner merely won the right to go forward with the case. She did not win the
case yet. She still has to prove at trial that McKillip abuse his power as police chief in order to recover. Given the court’s opinion, this case
might be headed for a settlement, with some sort of payment to Brunner. If you represented McKillip and the village, would you go ahead
with this case, or, would you settle it?
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SUMMARY: The Supreme Court of Louisiana upheld the death
sentence for a man who committed aggravated rape against an eight-
year-old girl. That court decided State v. Kennedy on May 22, 2007.

BACKGROUND: In March 1998, Patrick Kennedy called the
moving company for which he worked very early in the morning
and left a message saying he would not be in. He called back
between 6:30 and 7:30 a.m. and asked the dispatcher how to get a
blood stain out of white carpet. He said his stepdaughter, who was
eight years old, had “just become a young lady,” an old fashioned
way for saying she had gotten her first period.

At about 9:30 a.m., Kennedy called 911. He told the police
dispatcher that two boys had raped his stepdaughter. The
responding officer was a block from the home when the call came
in. He arrived so quickly, Kennedy was still on the phone. Instead of
telling the officer where the youths had fled, however, Kennedy
kept talking until the officer ordered him to hang up.

When police and medical personnel talked to the daughter, she
said two young men had dragged her from the garage into the yard
and sexually assaulted her. Kennedy often interrupted her to
provide further details. The stepdaughter was bleeding from her
genital area and required surgery to repair the damage. At the
hospital, she told almost everyone the story about the two
assailants, but she told one person that Kennedy had assaulted her.

Experts investigating the crime scene found no genetic material
from Kennedy to show that he was the perpetrator. Yet testing the
scene with a chemical called luminol, the investigators discovered
that a large amount of blood had been cleaned from the bed and
floor in the stepdaughter’s room.

At trial, the evidence included two videotapes. The first, which was
much more detailed and told the story of the two young men raping
her in the yard, was taken shortly after the assault. A second tape was
made in December 1999 at the Child Advocacy Center. In this tape,
which is spare on detail, the girl says that Kennedy raped her and told
her to tell police the story she told him. She could remember very
little of that story at the time of the second videotape.

The defense stipulated to admission of the second tape at trial
and asked the jury to compare the amount of detail in the first,
compared to the second. The jury viewed the tapes and heard all of
the evidence, including testimony from the girl’s mother that about
a month after the assault, the girl told her it was Kennedy who did
it. The jury found Kennedy guilty of aggravated rape of a child
under 12, an offense punishable by death in Louisiana. That’s what
the jury recommended.

Kennedy appealed and the Louisiana Supreme Court granted
review.

ANALYSIS: Kennedy’s lawyers raised every defense they could
think of on his behalf, including objecting to the second videotape.
But his lawyer had agreed to use of the tape at the time the jury saw
it, so the state supreme court gave that argument no weight. The
primary argument that held the justices’ attention was Kennedy’s
claim that death for rape where the victim survives is an excessive
punishment barred by the Eighth Amendment. Kennedy was the
first person sentenced to death under Louisiana’s child-under-12
rape statute since it was passed in 1995.

Kennedy relied primarily on two U.S. Supreme Court cases for
his position that executing him was unconstitutional. Prior to 1976,
Louisiana statutes provided for the death penalty for aggravated

rape. In that year, the Court struck down the death portion of the
statute. The following year, the court ruled that the death penalty
for rape of an adult woman violated the Eighth Amendment.

In 1995, Louisiana made aggravated rape of a child under 12 a
capital offense. The state legislature—which is limited by the federal
Constitution as interpreted by the U.S. Supreme Court—reasoned
that children are a special class under the law deserving of
heightened protection. They also reasoned that because of the
appalling nature of the crime, the severity of the harm to the victim
and the harm to society at large, death in this narrow context was a
fair punishment.

Kennedy also argued that the trend in U.S. law was toward
stricter, not more lenient, applications of the death penalty. For
support, he cited two recent Supreme Court cases, one finding the
death penalty for mentally retarded individuals unconstitutional
and another barring it for criminal defendants under age 18.

But the Louisiana Supreme Court did not agree that a
generalized look at capital punishment was controlling. Instead it
focused on the severity of the crime of raping a child under 12 and
on society’s views of such crimes. While the Supreme Court may
have felt that juveniles and the mentally handicapped did not fall
into the class of the worst offenders, it had not ruled specifically on
a rapist of a child under 12. It was not clear that the U.S. high court
would decide this case the same way it had decided the situation of
rape involving an adult woman. The state court concluded that the
U.S. Supreme Court may well decide as the Louisiana legislature had
that this was a different and more reprehensible situation deserving
more severe punishment.

After reviewing the case, the Louisiana Supreme Court upheld
the statute and the jury’s decision and left the death penalty to
stand. Unless the U.S. Supreme Court steps in and holds the law
unconstitutional, the state is free to proceed with executing
Kennedy for the aggravated rape of his eight-year-old stepdaughter.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Justice
Victory): “[A]t its core the Eighth Amendment requires the Court
to refer to ‘the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress
of a maturing society to determine which punishments are so
disproportionate as to be cruel and unusual.’ [The Court retains a
two-part analysis under the Eighth Amendment]: The beginning
point is a [search for consensus by legislatures] that have addressed
the question. This data gives us essential instruction. We then must
determine, in the exercise of our own independent judgment,
whether the death penalty is a disproportionate punishment [for
the crime]....

“[I]n our view, and evidently the view of the United States
Supreme Court, child rape is the most heinous of all non-homicide
crimes, and while the majority of other states may not provide
capital punishment for child rape, many do provide capital
punishment for other non-homicide crimes which are far less
heinous. Thus, this analysis should look beyond the child rape
penalty provisions of other states and instead should consider all
non-homicide capital statutes to determine the national consensus
for capital punishment in non-homicide cases.

“However, most agree that the number of jurisdictions allowing
the death penalty for non-homicide crimes at least doubled
between 1993 and 1997. Our own survey, which also includes the
2003 Bureau of Justice Statistics report on capital punishment,
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indicates that 24 of the 38 states permitting capital punishment
provide the death penalty only for crimes resulting in the death of
the victim. Of the remaining 14 states, 5 provide capital
punishment for child rape.... Five more provide the death penalty
for [certain] extraordinary crimes against the government, i.e.,
treason, espionage, aircraft piracy....

“Thus, 14 of the 38 states permitting capital punishment
provide the death penalty for non-homicide crimes: Louisiana,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Georgia, Arkansas, California,
Mississippi, New Mexico, Washington, Colorado, Idaho, Montana,
South Dakota, and Florida.

“Overall, it appears that approximately 38% of capital
jurisdictions (15 of 39, including federal) authorize some form of
non-homicide capital punishment, a showing strong enough to
suggest that there may be no consensus one way or the other on
whether death is an appropriate punishment for any crime which
does not result in the death of the victim. However, when the
direction of change is considered, clearly the direction is towards

the imposition of capital punishment for non-homicide crimes.

“[E]ven after the Supreme Court decided that the death penalty
for rape of an adult woman was unconstitutional, five states
nevertheless have capitalized child rape since then, a number which
the Supreme Court held was sufficient to indicate a new consensus
regarding society’s standards of decency towards the juvenile death
penalty....

“While we cannot purport to exercise the Supreme Court’s
independent judgment on any matter, it can be said for child
rapists as a class of offenders that, unlike the young or mentally
retarded, they share no common characteristic tending to mitigate
the moral culpability of their crimes. Contrary to the mentally
retarded and juvenile offenders, execution of child rapists will serve
the goals of deterrence and retribution just as well as execution of
first-degree murderers would. Our state legislature, and this Court,
have determined this category of aggravated rapist to be among
those deserving of the death penalty, and...we can think of no other
non-homicide crime more deserving.”
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
1. What was the crime charged in this case?

2. Was the proof of Kennedy’s guilt overwhelming?

3. Did Kennedy claim that he was innocent?

The Eighth Amendment provides that ‘[e]xcessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual
punishments inflicted.’ While the adjective “excessive” is not used immediately preceding the punishments language in the amendment,
the Supreme Court interprets it as if it were. If executed, the manner in which he would be killed would be one already approved by the
courts as neither cruel nor unusual, such as lethal injection. Kennedy’s argument is that killing him for rape when his victim did not die is
cruel and unusual because it is excessively harsh.

The main question in this case is: Is the death penalty appropriate in non-homicide cases? What do you think?

Is sexually assaulting a child worse than killing someone? Is it worse than committing treason, for example by telling terrorists where to
plant landmines in the path of U.S. troops?

The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that the Eighth Amendment bars execution for the rape of an adult woman. Does the age of the victim
change the nature of the crime such that execution should be permitted? A person who shoots and kills an adult is typically not given the
death penalty. Should shooting and killing a child be a capital offense? If not, is it worse to rape a child than kill one?

Federal and state court rules are tailored to permit evidence likely to be reliable, but to bar evidence whose truthfulness is less certain. An
example of this is hearsay, which describes an out of court statement offered to prove the statement’s truth. For example, if police appeared on
the scene of a shooting and someone shouted out a window, “the guy who did had a Chicago Bears football jersey on,” police could not use
that statement in court if they couldn’t find whoever said it so that the defendant could question the speaker about what she saw and said.

The prosecution offered two videotapes in Kennedy’s trial. The first was very detailed and told a story of two other people committing
the crime. The second was vague and short on details, made more than a year and a half after the crime, and identified Kennedy as the
assailant. This second tape was critical evidence leading to the guilty verdict and sentence of death. Are you comfortable allowing the
second videotape into evidence under these circumstances?

There was no genetic evidence linking Kennedy to the rape, yet he is scheduled to die for it. Is this just? Is it cruel or unusual? If Kennedy
was present and cleaned up the blood, but it was one or two youths who committed the rape, should he die for the crime? If death is the
ultimate punishment, is it appropriate where the defendant has not killed anyone? The defendant in this case was the victim’s stepfather at
the time of the crime. It is conceivable, through years of healing for her and sincere and sustained apology from him, that the girl might in
some way forgive him for this horrible act. Yet if the government kills him, it ends their relationship forever and prevents any sort of
reconciliation. Is it right for the state to terminate this relationship forever through execution? Are there any potential negative
repercussions for the victim under this scenario? Which is worse, a sexual assault by a stranger, or by an adult who has the child’s trust?

Kennedy said two youths committed the crime, a story he could not change much without destroying any credibility consistency would
give him. What if there were two very disturbed and sadistic youths who forced Kennedy to commit the crime at gunpoint and then
disappeared. Should he still die? Do you think the evidence is clear enough in this case to end a man’s life?

Rape is a heinous crime that affects its victims for the rest of their days. Should we make all rape punishable by death, regardless of the
victim’s age?

Should the death penalty be abolished altogether?
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SUMMARY: A spectator injured by a baseball assumed the risk
of being hit, even if the chicken mascot had distracted her and
caused her not to see the foul ball that came her way. The Court of
Appeals for Montgomery County, Ohio, decided Harting v. Dayton
Dragons Professional Baseball Club on April 27, 2007.

BACKGROUND: In June 2004, Roxane Harting went to a
baseball game in Dayton, Ohio. The Dayton Dragons had hired the
San Diego Chicken mascot to entertain fans during the game.
Harting was seated with her boyfriend and his family in the first
row behind the dugout along the third base line.

In the bottom of the sixth inning, a Dragons player hit a line
drive foul ball into the stands. Harting, who was watching the San
Diego Chicken, did not see the ball. It struck her in the head and
knocked her unconscious. She was taken by ambulance to Miami
Valley Hospital.

Harting sued the Dragons and the San Diego Chicken for her
injuries. The Dragons filed a motion for summary judgment. Such a
motion argues that the facts are not in dispute—thus there is no
reason for a jury to determine what happened—and that the
moving party is untitled, under those facts, to judgment based on
existing law. The trial court granted the motion and Harting
appealed.

ANALYSIS: During the course of a game, baseballs are thrown
and hit at high velocity. Both the balls themselves and bats or
pieces of bats sometimes fly into the stands. In areas where balls
regularly sail, such as directly behind home plate, stadiums put up
fences to protect spectators. But foul balls and home runs can enter
the stands in many other portions of the stadium. If courts regularly
held teams liable for spectator injuries, they would quickly put
fencing or netting throughout the stadium to prevent any contact
with fans between foul balls or other equipment and fans.

They have not done this. Instead, courts have generally
respected the waiver teams print on their tickets and may also
announce over the stadium speaker system. This waiver basically
states that baseball poses certain dangers and that fans accept the
risk of injury in exchange for seeing the ball game. The Dragons
had a waiver on their tickets and announced three times over the
speaker system that fans should watch out for flying baseballs and
bats.

The legal doctrine at work in these cases is called “assumption of
risk.” Under this doctrine, a person who undertakes an activity
aware that it poses certain dangers may be deprived of the right to
sue if one of the foreseeable dangers causes injury. The Dragons
argued that Harting, like all of the other fans who bought tickets to
the game, assumed the risk of injury from a pop fly and had a duty
to avoid that risk by keeping an eye on the ball and avoiding it.
Harting argued that even if she agreed to keep an eye out for her
safety, the San Diego Chicken distracted her. This distraction was
above and beyond the normal risks involved in baseball and
therefore deprived the Dragons of their defense, since they had
hired the chicken to draw spectators’ attention. Both the Dragons
and the chicken were liable for her injury, she claimed.

The appeals court rejected her argument. While the San Diego
Chicken was making a special appearance at this Dragon home
game in Ohio, mascots are a routine part of baseball. Even if the
mascot attracted attention, and the Dragons wanted it to, Harting
still had a duty to watch for foul balls with each pitch. She had

failed to do so and the fact that it was the chicken she was looking
at did not allow her to overcome assumption of risk. Harting had
assumed the risk of being hit by the ball while watching the
chicken, as well as while watching any other aspect of the game
instead of the pitch and swing.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Judge
Donovan): “Primary assumption of risk is a defense generally
applied in cases where there is a lack of duty owed by the defendant
to the plaintiff and is a complete bar to recovery. ‘In that form,
while there is a knowledge of the danger and acquiescence in it on
the part of the plaintiff, there is also no duty owed by defendant to
plaintiff.’ This type of assumption of risk is typified by the baseball
cases where a plaintiff is injured when a baseball is hit into the
stands.

“[It] is common knowledge that in baseball games hard balls are
thrown and batted with great swiftness, that they are liable to be
thrown or batted outside the lines of the diamond, and that
spectators in positions which may be reached by such balls
assume the risk thereof.”

“In [a 1992 case], we stated the following: In baseball games,
management performs its duties towards spectators when it
provides screened seats in the grandstand and gives spectators the
opportunity of occupying them. ‘The timorous may stay at home.’

“[T]he Dragons provided a number of warnings to spectators at
Fifth Third Field with respect to the risks and dangers associated
with the sport of baseball, including injury occurring as a result of
batted balls and stray bats entering the stands. Management at Fifth
Third Field made three announcements over the loudspeaker on the
day Harting was injured that spectators should be on the lookout
for foul balls. The first announcement was made just prior to the
beginning of the game. The other announcements were made
during the second and fourth innings. Although she arrived at the
game almost an hour before it started, Harting testified that she did
not hear any of these announcements. Additionally, all spectators’
tickets, including Harting’s, contained a warning disclaiming all
liability from the inherent risks and danger associated with the
game. The warning stated:

WARNING: The holder assumes all risk incidental to the game
of baseball, whether occurring prior to, during or subsequent to, the
actual playing of the game, including but not limited to the risk of
being injured by thrown bats and thrown or batted balls, and agrees
that the management and their agents are not liable for injuries
resulting from such cases.

“Harting argues that because she was distracted by the antics of
the Chicken who was allegedly performing during the game, she
was relieved from the assumption of any inherent risk associated
with the game. This argument ignores the fact that team mascots
and their antics are common phenomena, and the mascots are
normally present during the entire course of the game. In many
cases, the team mascots are more popular than the team itself.
Simply because the Chicken appeared while the game was being
played does not absolve Harting from the duty to protect herself
from the ordinary risks inherent in the sport. As noted by the
Dragons, Harting knew the game was still in play, and she was
aware that a batter was at the plate. Thus, she had a duty to be on
the lookout for errant balls entering the stands.

“The nature of the sporting activity is highly relevant in
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defining the duty of care owed by a particular defendant: ‘What
constitutes an unreasonable risk under the circumstances of a
sporting event must be delineated with reference to the way the
particular game is played, i.e., the rules and customs that shape the
participant’s ideas of foreseeable conduct in the course of the game.’
Essentially, the analysis turns on whether the spectator was
subjected to risks or hazards that a reasonable participant would not
expect to encounter in the particular activity.

“Given the prevalence of costumed team mascots at sporting
events such as baseball, football, or basketball games, it is perfectly

reasonable for a spectator at one of these games to expect to observe
said mascots during the normal course of the game. The fact that
Harting was allegedly distracted by the Chicken during the bottom
of the sixth inning when she was struck by the foul ball did not
negate her duty to pay attention to the action taking place on the
field. Harting understood the risks associated with being a spectator
at a baseball game, and management for the Dragons made
numerous announcements designed to warn patrons of the possible
dangers inherent in the sport. Thus, no genuine issue exists with
respect to Harting’s claim, and the trial court did not err when it
sustained appellees’ motions for summary judgment.”
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
1. What injuries did Harting suffer in this case

2. Why did she think the ball club was liable for her injuries?

3. What was the ball club’s defense?

It is a fundamental premise of our justice system that those who are wrongfully injured are entitled to compensation. This is different
from the proposition that all people who are injured are entitled to compensation. Not everyone will recover when they file suit for injuries
that they may have suffered as the result of the alleged negligence of someone else. There two main defenses that may be typically raised
in a negligence action: contributory negligence and assumption of the risk.

Contributory negligence is conduct on the part of the plaintiff that falls below the standard to which he should conform for his own
protection, and which is a contributing cause in addition to the defendant’s negligence in bringing about the harm. In other words, “it’s his
own fault, too.” A person who jumps off his own house and breaks his leg can’t sue his neighbor for making him so mad, he took a leap.
Likewise, a man who shoots at police and then gets shot himself cannot sue them because he brought on his own injury. This is
contributory negligence.

Assumption of the risk involves a situation where a plaintiff had knowledge of a condition or situation obviously dangerous to himself
and yet voluntarily exposes himself to the hazard created by the defendant, thereby relieving the defendant of legal responsibility for any
resulting injury. In other words, “you knew it was dangerous and you did it anyway.”

Roxane Harting got hit by a fly ball, a known risk in a baseball game. People who come to games know how the game is played, know
that the playing area is not completely fenced off from the viewing public, and that fly balls can enter many parts of the stadium. TV
cameras always track these fly balls and fans leap for them as souvenirs when they come near. Sometimes someone gets hit.

Harting did not argue that she had a right not to be hit by a foul ball, or put another way, to be protected in full by the team from being
hit. Instead, she tried to distinguish her situation from the typical case by saying the chicken mascot pulled her eyes away from the action
and caused her injury. Therefore the mascot was liable, as was the team for bringing in such a distraction. Are mascots an unreasonable
distraction? What if the mascot had singled Harting out, in particular, and was grabbing at her purse jokingly or poking her with an
inflatable baseball bat at the time she was hit?

Does assumption of risk cover any injury? Imagine it was bat day and the team handed out little baseball bats to each fan. If a fan threw
one of these and it hit and injured Harting, could she sue the team? Did she assume the risk of being hit by that bat?

Blimps are well known above stadiums and ballparks. If a bolt fell off the blimp and hit Harting, could she sue? Is this the type of risk
that you would knowingly assume? What if the ticket said that the stadium was not liable for any injury caused by any means to any
patron? Would this type of disclaimer be upheld by the courts? Should it be?

Think of other activities that you assume a risk when participating? Are there any of these risks in your school environment?
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SUMMARY: Wearing identical vests with wings, skull and top
hat insignia to a town festival did not amount to expressive activity
protected by the First Amendment. The Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals decided Villegas v. City of Gilroy on April 30, 2007.

BACKGROUND: The city of Gilroy, California, is well known
for its garlic crop. Each year, the city hosts a public festival
celebrating garlic. In July 2000 several members of the Top Hatters
Motorcycle Club, including George Villegas, Bob Poelker, Marcelo
Orta, and Don Derosiers, went to Gilroy to attend the festival. As is
their custom, they wore their club vests. These vests featured a
winged skull bearing a top hat.

The Top Hatters were unaware of an unwritten festival policy
prohibiting “gang colors or other demonstrative insignia, including
motorcycle club insignia.” The club members paid the admission fee
and entered the festival. As they moved around the grounds, they
passed on off-duty police officer who was serving as head of security for
the event. Because the motorcyclists were wearing club vests, this
officer directed a colleague to escort the Top Hatters to the festival gate.
They refused to remove their vests and so the festival attendants
refunded their money and the officer ejected them from the grounds.

The club members departed and later sued the city of Gilroy, alleging
that ejection from a public festival on account of their club vests
violated the First Amendment. The district court rejected their claim
and the Top Hatters appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals.

ANALYSIS: While the specific wording of the First Amendment
prohibits Congress from abridging the “freedom of speech,” the
Supreme Court has long recognized that expressive activity beyond
spoken words may likewise be protected. The Top Hatters’ claim was
grounded in their club insignia and its meaning.

At trial, several members testified as to the meaning of the
winged skull with top hat. Villegas said the skull meant that
underneath our skin, we are all the same. He said the wings
represented freedom and that the top hat stood for the club’s
original members. Derosiers, testified that the skull stood for death,
the wings freedom and the top hat original club members who were
still living. Orta said only the top hat had meaning—standing for
the club’s name. Club member Poelker said the insignia meant
“whatever you want to interpret it as.” When asked whether the Top
Hatters advocated any political, religious, or other viewpoints,
Villegas answered no.

The bikers also argued that Gilroy had deprived them of freedom
of association, another right protected under the First Amendment.
This was a public festival, the bikers were obeying the law, and they
had a right to associate with one another at this gathering in the
vests that represented their kinship as fellow club members.

The city of Gilroy argued that the Top Hatters had not engaged in
any expression at the festival protected by the First Amendment.
Merely wearing like vests with no relation to garlic or the festival or
the city, when the club members did not agree on the meaning of the
images shown in the vest, was not sufficient to trigger the
amendment. The ban on club insignia did not prevent the club
members from expressing their ideas because they did not agree on
what the symbols meant. In other words, the Top Hatters were free to
express whatever ideas they wished to, but they could not argue that
their club vests impliedly expressed ideas if they could not articulate
what those ideas were. The ban was on the vests and if the vests
expressed no particular ideas, no First Amendment issue was involved.

This argument applied to the freedom of association claim too.
The city did not say the bikers could not attend the festival, nor did
they say they could not come as a group and stay as a group.
Likewise, the city did not say the Top Hatters could not express their
views, collectively. What the city opposed was the club “colors.” If
the bikers did not agree on the expressive meaning of their vests,
they could not show that the city abridged their expressive
association in asking them to take off the vests or leave.

The Ninth Circuit agreed with the city and dismissed their claims.

EXCERPTS FROM THE COURT’S OPINION (By Judge
Covello): “The First Amendment specifically forbids the
abridgement of speech. The United States Supreme Court has,
however, recognized that certain conduct that is ‘imbued with
elements of communication,’ may also qualify for First Amendment
protection.... When determining whether conduct rises to the level
of expressive conduct worthy of First Amendment protection, the
court should consider whether ‘[a]n intent to convey a particularized
message was present and [whether] the likelihood was great that the
message would be understood by those who viewed it.’ The Court
further stressed the importance of the context in which the symbol
is used, noting that ‘the context may give meaning to the symbol.’

“[T]he district court correctly applied the [Supreme Court’s] test
and concluded that the plaintiffs’ act of wearing their vests and
insignia into the festival did not rise to the level of protected speech
for purposes of the First Amendment. The insignia on their vests
depicted a skull with wings on either side and a top hat. All of the
members of the plaintiffs’ motorcycle club had different
interpretations of the meaning of their club insignia. As appellant
Poelker stated, the insignia signified ‘whatever you want to interpret
it as.’ Even amongst themselves, the plaintiffs could not agree on a
common theme or message that they sought to convey by wearing
their vests and insignia. There is nothing in the record tending to
establish such a common message. The district court was, therefore,
correct in concluding that the plaintiffs vests did not manifest an
‘intent to convey a particularized message.’

“In addition, there is little likelihood that any message would be
understood by those viewing the plaintiffs’ vests and, further, the
context in which the plaintiffs’ alleged expression took place does
not add any additional meaning to their symbol. The plaintiffs
attended an annual festival centered around garlic that offered many
varieties of food and entertainment in a family-friendly atmosphere.
Nothing about the festival would tend to give any further meaning
to the plaintiffs’ act of wearing their vests and common insignia. As
this court has recognized, context is crucial when determining
whether conduct rises to the level of expression for purposes of the
First Amendment. In this case, the plaintiffs’ act of wearing their
vests adorned with a common insignia simply does not amount to
the sort of expressive conduct protected by the First Amendment
right to freedom of speech.

“The United States Supreme Court has recognized that ‘implicit
in the right to engage in activities protected by the First Amendment
is a corresponding right to associate with others in pursuit of a wide
variety of political, social, economic, educational, religious, and
cultural ends.’ In order to support a claim for such association, the
‘group must engage in some form of expression, whether it be public
or private.’... The Court recognized that ‘associations do not have to
associate for the “purpose” of disseminating a certain message in
order to be entitled to the protections of the First Amendment. An
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association must merely engage in expressive activity that could be
impaired in order to be entitled to protection.’

“The plaintiffs were members of a motorcycle club whose stated
purpose was to ride motorcycles, promote good will among disparate
community groups and raise money for charities. When asked, during
his deposition, whether the plaintiffs advocated any political,
religious, or other viewpoints, appellant Villegas answered ‘no.’ There
is no evidence that the plaintiffs’ club engaged in the type of
expression that the First Amendment was designed to protect. As the
Supreme Court stated, an organization must ‘engage in expressive
activity that could be impaired in order to be entitled to protection.’
Here, the plaintiffs were not engaged in any sort of ‘expressive activity

that could be impaired.’ Further, even if this court were to conclude
that the plaintiffs’ charity work and their promotion of goodwill
among disparate community groups amounts to sufficient expressive
activity, there is no evidence that at the time they entered the festival,
the plaintiffs were engaged in such activities. In addition, there is no
evidence in this case that the defendants’ actions in any way violated
the plaintiffs’ right to associate with one another or to pursue their
stated purposes of riding motorcycles, giving to charity and
promoting good will. The defendants’ refusal to permit the plaintiffs
access to the festival only limited the plaintiffs’ access to a particular
location; a location that had no relation to the purposes underlying
their association with one another.”
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COMMENTS & QUESTIONS
1. What is the town of Gilroy, California, known for?

2. Why were the members of the Top Hatters asked to leave the town festival?

3. Did they create any type of disturbance?

The Constitution and its early amendments reflect the Founders’ experiences. The documents were drafted following the Revolutionary
War, which erupted because the colonies felt they were being mistreated and oppressed by England. The First Amendment addresses the
freedom to speak and assemble and petition the government. It protects dissent and prohibits government from shutting down voices with
which it disagrees. Government also may not prohibit persons from gathering to share their opinions and express their dissent collectively.
Constitutional protections apply only against the government.

The Top Hatters came to Gilroy to attend a public festival. They created no disturbance, yet they were asked to leave solely because they
wore their motorcycle club vests. Does this sound fair? The court hones in on the fact that the vests were the same—a sort of uniform.
What if the symbols and lettering and colors were different on each one, but each said in some way Top Hatters Motorcycle Club?

During the hearing, members of the Top Hatters gave their account of what their club symbols mean. These accounts were not identical.
Were the club members’ descriptions of their insignia’s meaning unrelated? Do you think they were close enough to express a unified
point? Do all people who advocate for a particular position, like the importance of renewable energy, have the same views? Can
government shut them down if they don’t?

In its decision, the court makes much of the fact that the motorcycle club members did not speak—that is, the court says they did not
come to the festival to make a point. Do you agree? If members of a high school football team come to the festival in their jerseys, should
they be permitted to stay? What if a church group came to the event wearing shirts that said St. John’s Church? What if the shirts said,
“accept Jesus now”? Could a school’s Free Speech Society come in shirts bearing those words?

The Top Hatters were thrown out at the insistence of an off-duty police officer. What if instead of vests, the club wore shirts saying,
“Question Authority”? What if their shirts said, “Garlic Stinks”?

If a group of tourists showed up in Disneyland shirts, would they be shown to the gate? What if the shirts had a drawing of Mickey,
Minnie, Donald Duck, Pluto, and Goofy on stylized cartoon motorcycles under the words “Disneyland Motorcycle Club”?

Do you think that this situation could have been handled differently by the local police? What if the club members had been asked to
remove their jackets and been allowed to stay?

Do you think that towns should be able to enact laws like the one involved in this case? Could the town restrict the wearing of
motorcycle colors everywhere in the town? Can a city enact a dress code for all of its citizens? Isn’t dress a form of expression all of the
time? Should it be protected? Can a city outlaw the wearing of “low hung” pants?


